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Abstract 6 

Chemical looping steam reforming of acetic acid (CLSR-HAc) was carried out in a packed bed 7 

reactor at 650 °C and 1 atm using two nickel-based catalysts (‘A’ with alumina support and ‘B’ 8 

with calcium aluminate support) to study the effect of the temperature of oxidation (TOX) on the 9 

efficiency of the process and the materials properties of the catalysts upon cycling. CLSR-HAc 10 

could not be sustained with steady outputs with TOX of 600°C for catalyst A, but it was conducted 11 

successfully at temperatures up to 800°C, whereas with B it could be operated reaching close to 12 

equilibrium conditions over five cycles with TOX of 600°C. CLSR-HAc can run efficiently for 13 

further cycles at the right operating conditions (S/C of 3, WHSV of 2.5 hr-1, TOX 800°C, TSR 14 

650°C) even in the presence of the side reactions of acetic acid decomposition and coking. The 15 

yield of hydrogen produced had a minimum efficiency of 89% compared to equilibrium values, 16 

and the acetic acid conversion was in excess of 95% across 10 chemical looping steam reforming 17 

cycles. High purity hydrogen (>90% compared to equilibrium values) was also produced in this 18 

study. Chemigrams obtained from TGA-FTIR analysis indicates that two forms of carbon were 19 

formed on the catalyst during CLSR-HAc; TEM images and diffraction patterns indicate that poly 20 

graphitic carbon and amorphous carbon were formed while SEM images of the oxidised catalyst 21 

showed that the carbon was eliminated during the oxidation step of CLSR. A full carbon elemental 22 

balance of the process confers that majority of the carbon share (ca 90%) was utilised for efficient 23 

steam reforming of acetic acid with ca 10% of the carbon input deposited during the reduction 24 

step and subsequently burned during oxidation over the CLSR cycles. 25 

Abbreviations 26 

CLSR- Chemical Looping Steam Reforming  27 

HAc: Acetic acid 28 

TOX: Temperature of Oxidation 29 



TSR: Temperature of Steam reforming 30 

TGA-FTIR: Thermogravimetric analysis coupled to Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 31 

TEM and SEM: Transmission electron microscope and Scanning electron microscope 32 

XHAc and XH2O: Conversion fraction of acetic acid and water respectively 33 

樅誰探担┸辰嘆湛 : Total molar flow rate dry basis 34 

ni: number of moles of specie i 35 

yi and ya: molar fraction of specie i and all gases in the outlet gas respectively  36 

Seli: Selectivity of individual constituent 37 

Wi: Molar weight of specie i 38 

樅辿┸辿樽 and  樅辿┸誰探担: molar flow rate in and out of specie I respectively 39 

�大巽叩坦: Number of moles of carbon gasified in air feed stage 40 

�択辿┸担  ��d  �択辿岫辿岻 : Number of moles of nickel oxidised and number of moles of nickel in catalyst  41 

岫樅択辿蝦択辿拓岻 ��d 岫樅達┸巽叩坦岻 : Rates of nickel oxidation of the reduced catalyst and rate of carbon gasified, respectively 42 

�択辿蝦択辿拓 , �寵貸直銚鎚: Extent of Nickel and Carbon Oxidation 43 

OC: Oxygen carrier 44 

sccm: Standard cubic centimeters per minute 45 

cc/g: cubic centimetre per gram 46 

CHNS: Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen elemental analysis 47 

BET: Brunauer–Emmett–Teller method 48 

ICP-MS: Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 49 

TOC: Total Organic Carbon 50 

S/C: Steam to Carbon ratio 51 

 Introduction 52 

Hydrogen is a gas utilised in many industries globally; it has a global market share of over 40 53 

million dollars which is expected to increase exponentially to over 180 billion dollars as its 54 

demand increases[1]. The significant increase in its demand is notably due to its high utilisation 55 

in industrial applications particularly fertiliser industries, oil refining and petrochemical industries, 56 



food processing, metallurgical processes, [1-3] and increasingly due to the growth of fuel cell 57 

technologies. The environmental benefits in regards to its low carbon footprint when utilised 58 

potentially as an energy vector are mitigated by the the fact that  96% of hydrogen consumed 59 

globally is produced from conventional fossil fuels which has prompted vast research on the 60 

utilisation of renewable resources for the production of hydrogen. 61 

Biomass resources for H2 production have advantages over intermittent renewables like wind and 62 

solar in that they are abundant globally, provide a natural storage medium, and because they can 63 

be harnessed easily[4-6]. The production of hydrogen from biomass can be done through different 64 

routes, however; a promising route is an indirect method which involves the fast pyrolysis of the 65 

biomass residue to bio-oil first before its conversion to hydrogen [7]. This method offers 66 

advantages to direct gasification methods on several fronts. Firstly, unlike many gasfication 67 

processes, pyrolysis avoids the formation of heavy tars and thus can have a lower burden of clean-68 

up and maintenance. Secondly, pyrolysis oils can be used for other purposes, particularly as 69 

additives in refining or as feedstock for the production of valuable chemicals. Pyrolysis also 70 

requires milder temperatures than gasification, making the process less prone to the energy 71 

inefficiencies associated with the irreversibilities caused by large temperature gradients in the 72 

system.  Finally, pyrolysis operates at lower pressure, thus safer, conditions. Bio-oils are 73 

chemically complex and rather unstable mixtures which has prompted the study on the utilisation 74 

of aqueous fractions of pyrolysis oils, model compounds or mixtures and oxygenates for pilot 75 

scale research and studies [8-15].   76 

Acetic acid is one of the most studied model compound of pyrolysis oils for the production of 77 

hydrogen; this is due to its dominant presence in most bio-oil compositions [16, 17]. Its thermal 78 

conversion to hydrogen, however, has been characterised with challenges due to side reactions 79 

and formation of intermediates particularly on the surface of the catalyst [9]. These have increased 80 

the need for process intensification and optimisation measures with the view of reducing some of 81 

the downsides encountered, as well as reducing the energy cost of the process. 82 

The conventional process of steam reforming of acetic acid to hydrogen has been well researched 83 

[9, 12, 18-20]. Basagiannis and Verykios concluded that the reforming of acetic acid is 84 

complicated due to side reactions prominent at lower reforming temperatures, they also stipulated 85 

that the rate of carbon deposition observed on the catalyst is generally determined on the reforming 86 

temperature, catalyst utilised and the feed to steam ratio[21].  87 

Process intensification measures particularly chemical looping steam reforming (CLSR) has been 88 

promoted to ease the challenges observed in the steam reforming process[22]; CLSR utilises an 89 

‘oxygen transfer material’ (OTM) also known as ‘oxygen carrier’ (OC) which drives the reactions 90 



in a cyclic process as follows. As the steam reforming reactions are very endothermic, heat is 91 

provided at the heart of the process by the oxidation reactions in the reactor under air feed [23]. 92 

This ensures no dilution of the reformate mix product with diluent N2 when the feed flow is 93 

switched to fuel feed and steam, some of fuel being sacrificed first to reduce the OC and thus 94 

activate it as a catalyst of the steam reforming and water gas shift reactions. The use of external 95 

burners to heat up the reformer and the costs associated with the use of highly corrosion resistant 96 

materials and combustion control techniques are thus avoided, while the absence of large 97 

temperature gradients during heat transfer reduces process irreversibilities and thus increases 98 

thermodynamic efficiency. The OC catalyst as utilised in this study should nevertheless have 99 

suitable characteristics particularly a high resistance to attrition, agglomeration and carbon 100 

deposition[24, 25].   101 

Previous reported works on the CLSR of acetic acid and other liquids of biomass origin have been 102 

centred on the reactivity of the catalyst across the looping cycles; it has been reported that the fuel 103 

conversion and consequently hydrogen yield reduces upon cycling for the CLSR of bio-diesel and 104 

scrap tyre pyrolysis oils [23, 26]. Other studies indicated that no deterioration occurs in fuel 105 

conversion and hydrogen yield from the CLSR of other liquids of biomass origins investigated 106 

[27-29]. Thus, the efficiency of the fuel conversion and hydrogen yield of CLSR is influenced by 107 

the feedstock and operating conditions utilised, and the deterioration of the reactivity of the 108 

catalyst is generally due to carbon deposition, sintering and thermal decomposition of the 109 

feedstock.     110 

This paper studies the redox cycling ability and process efficiency of chemical looping steam 111 

reforming of acetic acid (CLSR-HAc) in a packed bed reactor; ten experimental cycles were 112 

performed using the experimental approach as described in the next section. The auto-reduction 113 

activity of acetic acid of one of the nickel catalyst utilised in the present study has been previously 114 

investigated and it has been established that acetic acid performs considerably well when 115 

compared to the same catalyst after reduction by hydrogen [30]. The process outputs, hydrogen 116 

yield, conversion and selectivity to carbon gases for each cycle and two OC catalysts were 117 

compared with the view to measure consistency across the cycles; and characterisation of the 118 

catalysts was also done post-experimentally to ascertain any changes in morphology. The effect 119 

of the oxidation temperature on the reforming process was examined to ascertain its influence on 120 

the reforming process and full carbon balances were conducted to evaluate the share of solid 121 

carbon by-product during the process.   122 



 Experimental approach and methods 123 

2.1 Materials and reactor set-up 124 

Two commercial Nickel-based catalysts were used in this study and were supplied by TST limited; 125 

Catalyst A contained 18 wt. % NiO on alpha-alumina support while Catalyst B contained 15 wt. 126 

% NiO on calcium aluminate support. Both catalysts were supplied as pellets but were crushed 127 

and sieved to 250-350 µm before utilisation. Acetic acid utilised for the experiments was 128 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (≥99%) and distilled water was used for all experiments. 129 

The reactor system utilised in this study, as depicted in Figure 1, is a down flow system using a 130 

fully insulated packed bed reactor consisting of a stainless-steel tube of 12.7 mm internal diameter 131 

and 25 cm length. The reactor was connected to two 180 mm long aluminium and stainless steel 132 

vaporisers; the vaporisers were used to preheat the acetic acid fuel and the water co-reactant 133 

separately before they were introduced into the reactor. For all experimental runs, the pre-heat 134 

temperatures were set at 50°C and 150°C for acetic acid pre-heat and water vaporisation 135 

respectively, this was done to prevent or minimise acetic acid decomposition and induce full water 136 

vaporisation. The temperatures of the vaporisers and  the furnace were controlled by a temperature 137 

PID controller while a Pico Log was used to monitor and identify any heat loss in the system. The 138 

flow rates of water and acetic acid was controlled by two separate programmable New Era syringe 139 

pumps while the flow of gasses into the system (air, H2, N2) were regulated by mass flow 140 

controllers supplied by MKS. The product gas composition were detected and measured by a 141 

Micro gas chromatograph (Micro-GC, Varian) after the effluents passed through a condenser and 142 

a moisture trap; the Micro-GC consisted of two columns, the first which operated with a back 143 

flush was a molecular sieve 5A column and was used to detect H2, O2, CO, N2, while the second 144 

was a Pora Plot Q column used to detect CO2 and CH4 as well as C2 and C3 gases. 145 



 146 

Figure 1 Reactor set-up for evaluation of the CLSR-HAc cycles 147 

2.2 Experimental procedures 148 

Chemical looping steam reforming (CLSR) consists of two basic steps; the reducing/ reforming 149 

step (fuel-steam feed) and the oxidation step (air feed). Both steps as carried out in this study are 150 

preceded by purging the reactor system with N2 (200 sccm) and raising the temperature of the 151 

furnace to the required temperature for each step. The flow rates of acetic acid and water in the 152 

reducing step was set to 0.978 ml/hr and 1.846 ml/hr respectively and N2 (27 sccm for experiments 153 

with WHSV set to 1.18 hr-1 and 31 sccm for experiments with WHSV set to 2.5 hr-1) were also 154 

utilised in all reforming steps. The reducing/reforming step was carried out at two temperatures: 155 

600°C and 650°C, and at steam to carbon ratio 3 using 2g of either Catalyst A or Catalyst B. This 156 

is because previous studies on pyrolysis oils and their model compounds indicated that the 157 

reforming process is optimal in this range[15, 30-33]. 158 

The global reactions that are expected to occur in the reducing/reforming step are summarised and 159 

expressed as follows in Reaction 1 and 2;  160 

察匝殺想鮫匝 髪 想錆餐鮫 蝦 匝察鮫匝 髪 匝殺匝鮫 髪 想錆餐                      Reaction 1 161 察匝殺想鮫匝 髪 匝殺匝鮫 錆餐蝦 匝察鮫匝 髪 想殺匝        Reaction 2 162 



This includes the auto-reduction of the catalyst by acetic acid (Reaction 1) and complete steam 163 

reforming of acetic acid (Reaction 2). The sequence of reactions for the reducing phase is, 164 

however, more complex than what is described in reaction 1 – 2 as other intermediate and side 165 

reactions might occur. Intermediate reactions might include NiO reduction by CO, H2 and other 166 

hydrocarbon intermediates, side reactions include coking, formation and dissociation of 167 

intermediates, decomposition of acetic acid, ketonisation and sometimes methanation reactions, 168 

and water gas shift [30]. 169 

The reducing step for the runs in this study was carried out for 2 hours using 2g of the catalyst. 170 

The catalyst as prepared into granules is first reduced or activated by 5% H2/N2 (Reaction 3) at 171 

the temperature set for the reducing step. Auto-reduction of the catalyst by acetic acid in 172 

subsequent cycles is also carried out after the oxidation step at the temperature set for the reducing 173 

step; this is ≥ 550°C for all experimental runs and has been reported to be adequate for full 174 

reduction of Ni-based catalysts by acetic acid [34]. 175 

錆餐鮫 髪 殺匝 蝦 錆餐 髪 殺匝鮫            Reaction 3 176 

 The oxidation step was done at temperatures ranging between 600°C and 800°C with the view to 177 

evaluate the effect of the oxidation temperature (TOX) on the overall process. Air was passed 178 

through the reactor to re-oxidise the already utilised catalysts from the reducing/reforming step 179 

while also gasifying carbon formed on the catalyst from the preceding fuel feed stage. The main 180 

reactions occurring are summarised in reaction 4-6 and the air feed during the oxidation step was 181 

allowed to run until the concentration of oxygen detected in the micro-GC stabilised at 21 Vol%.  182 

匝錆餐 髪 鮫匝    蝦 匝錆餐鮫                                                                                                                                              Reaction 4 183 察 髪 鮫匝    蝦 察鮫匝                                                                                                                                                     Reaction 5 184 匝察 髪 鮫匝    蝦 匝察熊                                                                                                                                                  Reaction 6 185 

2.3 Solids and Condensates characterisation  186 

Characterisation work was also carried out on the used catalyst and collected condensate to analyse 187 

the amounts of carbon and hydrogen deposited over cycles and observe any changes in 188 

morphology after chemical looping steam reforming. The carbon content on the utilised catalyst 189 

was determined using CHNS elemental analysis conducted in a Flash EA 2000 elemental analyser. 190 

BET analysis was conducted using a Quantachrome Nova 2200e instrument to observe any 191 

changes in the open porosity and surface area of the used catalyst. SEM-EDX was conducted using 192 

a high-resolution Hitachi SU8230 and Carl Zeiss EVO MA15 both coupled with an Oxford 193 

Instruments Aztec Energy EDX system, and TEM images was derived using a FEI Tecnai TF20. 194 



The SEM-EDX and TEM were carried out for surface topology analysis and solid carbon product 195 

distribution. TGA-FTIR was also conducted using a Stanton-Redcroft TGA connected to a FTIR 196 

(Nicolet iS10, Thermo scientific) to observe the mass loss and predict the type of carbon produced 197 

using the CO2 chemigram observed. ICP-MS was conducted on the collected condensate using a 198 

SCIEX Elan 900 by Perkin Elmer and TOC tests were also conducted on the collected condensate 199 

using a Hach-Lange IL 550 analyser (differential method) to check for possible leaching of the 200 

catalyst and calculate the carbon content in the condensate respectively. 201 

2.4 Process outputs and material balances 202 

Balances of the N, C, H and O elements during the fuel-steam feed stage and the air feed stage 203 

were used to determine in turn the reactants conversion to gas products, yield of hydrogen, while 204 

the gas compositions determined the selectivity to carbon-containing gases as described in [28, 205 

30, 35]. A nitrogen balance was used to calculate the total molar gas output flow rate (樅墜通痛┸鳥追槻) 206 

using the feed molar rate of N2 and the molar fraction of N2 detected by the micro GC (樅墜通痛┸鳥追槻= 207 券朝鉄┸伯韮岌 / yN
2
. This in turn was used to calculate the conversion of the reactants in the fuel-steam feed 208 

stage; acetic acid conversion to gas products in the fuel feed stage is calculated from a carbon 209 

balance as summarised in Equation 1A while the water conversion (Equation 1B) is calculated 210 

from a hydrogen balance; 211 

Equation 1 Conversion (fuel and water)  212 

散殺冊卦岫ガ岻 噺 層宋宋 抜  岫樅伺四嗣┸纂司姿 抜 盤姿察鮫袋姿察鮫匝袋姿察殺想袋匝姿察匝殺掃袋 匝姿察匝殺想袋惣姿察惣殺掃袋 惣姿察惣殺掻匪岻匝 抜仔殺冊察┸餐仔                A 213 

散殺匝鮫岫ガ岻 噺 層宋宋 抜  岫樅伺四嗣┸纂司姿 抜 盤姿殺匝袋匝姿察殺想 袋惣桂察匝殺掃袋 匝姿察匝殺想袋 惣姿察惣殺掃 袋 想姿察惣殺掻  匪貸匝 抜 仔殺冊察┸餐仔 抜 散殺冊算 岻 仔殺匝鮫┸餐仔    B 214 

The calculation of the acetic acid conversion to gases did not represent the conversions to solid 215 

carbon or organic condensates, which were evaluated separately by CHNS analysis of the used 216 

catalyst and TOC analysis of the condensates after the experiments in order to close the carbon 217 

balance over full cycles of reduction/steam reforming stages under acetic acid and steam feed, 218 

alternating with the oxidation stage under air feed.  A value of XHAc during HAc/steam feed lower 219 

than 100% denoted carbon deposition on the catalyst or in the condensate. The hydrogen yield 220 

(wt. %) under HAc/steam feed is defined as a ratio of the weight of hydrogen in the process output 221 

to the weight of acetic acid feedstock (no water) (Equation 2). According to stoichiometry of 222 

reaction 2, the maximum theoretical hydrogen yield is 13.45 wt%. The hydrogen purity dry basis 223 

(%) was also calculated as indicated in Equation 3; the water conversion, hydrogen yield and 224 



hydrogen purity is compared with chemical equilibrium and stoichiometric values to ascertain the 225 

efficiency of the fuel-water feed stage. 226 

Equation 2 Hydrogen yield (wt.%) 227 

屈桂袈慶形傾祁契 桂兄祁珪袈 岫敬憩┻ ガ岻 噺  撒殺匝  抜 層宋宋 抜  樅伺四嗣┸纂司姿  抜 姿殺匝 撒殺冊察   抜 仔殺冊察┸餐仔  228 

噺 匝 抜 層┻ 宋層 抜 層宋宋 抜   樅伺四嗣┸纂司姿 抜  姿殺匝 仔殺冊察┸餐仔  抜  撒殺冊察┸纂司姿  229 

Equation 3 Hydrogen Purity (% Dry basis) 230 

Hydrogen Purity (% Dry basis) = 
仕伺残蚕史 伺讃 酸姿纂司伺賛蚕仔  纂蚕嗣蚕算嗣蚕纂 餐仔   使司伺算蚕史史 賛珊史 伺四嗣使四嗣嗣伺嗣珊残 賛珊史 仕伺残蚕史 纂蚕嗣蚕算嗣蚕纂 貸 仕伺残蚕史 伺讃 錆匝 抜 層宋宋 231 

Selectivity to carbon gases and hydrogen gases was also calculated as described in Equation 4 and 232 

Equation 5 respectively; 233 

Equation 4 Selectivity to C-gases 234 史蚕残餐┸察ガ 噺 層宋宋 抜 詩餐姿餐┸察 デ 詩斬┸察姿斬┸察仔斬  235 

Where indices 糠沈 and 糠珍 represent the carbon atom number of the relevant carbon gas species. 236 

Equation 5 Selectivity to H2-gases 237 史蚕残餐┸殺匝ガ 噺 層宋宋 抜 詩餐姿餐┸殺匝 デ 詩斬┸殺匝姿斬┸殺匝仔斬  238 

Where indices 糠沈 and 糠珍 represent the hydrogen atom number of the relevant hydrogen gas species.. 239 

In the oxidation step, the calculated molar flow rate (樅墜通痛┸鳥追槻) realised from nitrogen balance was 240 

used to calculate the rate of oxidation of  the reduced catalyst 岫樅朝沈蝦朝沈潮岻 and carbon deposited 241 

from the prior steam reforming phase 岫樅頂┸直銚鎚岻 using an oxygen balance and carbon balance 242 

respectively as detailed in Equation 6; the integration of the calculated rate over time gave the total 243 

number of moles of nickel oxidised (�択辿┸担 ) and carbon gasified (�大巽叩坦) in the oxidation step 244 

respectively. 245 

Equation 6 Rate of oxidation of reduced nickel catalyst and Carbon gasified 246 岫樅錆餐蝦錆餐鮫岻 噺 匝樅鮫匝┸餐仔 伐 樅伺四嗣┸纂司姿 抜 岫匝姿鮫匝 髪 姿察鮫 髪 匝姿察鮫匝岻 247 盤樅算┸賛珊史匪 噺 樅伺四嗣┸纂司姿 抜 岫姿察鮫 髪 姿察鮫匝岻 248 

The calculated �択辿┸担 was used for the calculation of the extent of nickel conversion using Equation 249 

7 while the �大巽叩坦 was essential for ascertaining the overall carbon balance of the process and 250 

extrapolating the extent of carbon gasified (number of moles of carbon gasified at a time with 251 

respect to the total number of moles gasified at the air feed stage); 252 



Equation 7 Extent of Nickel Oxidation 253 散錆餐蝦錆餐鮫 岫ガ岻 噺  仔錆餐┸嗣 仔錆餐岫餐岻  抜 層宋宋 254 

Chemical equilibrium calculations for the parameters considered were determined using values 255 

obtained from the Chemical Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) software [36]. The software 256 

was used to derive equilibrium values for the process output using the set conditions for the 257 

experimental runs (P=1 bar, T= 600°C,650 °C, Omit= C(gr), H2O(cr) H2O(l)).  These process 258 

outputs were in turn used to calculate the process outputs at equilibrium using  Equation 1-259 

Equation 4 by replacing the relevant molar flow rates in the reactor with just molar outputs 260 

predicted at equilibrium at same conditions. 261 

 Results and Discussion 262 

3.1 Process Outputs with time on stream and upon redox cycling of CLSR-HAc 263 

The gases detected by the micro-GC for all experimental runs in this study were CO, CO2, CH4, 264 

C2H6, C3H8, (the last two always remaining below threshold of detection), H2, N2, and O2 265 

(observed during the oxidation steps). In the event of acetone being a significant product of the 266 

process, it would have been detected by significant C content in the condensates. Ketonisation 267 

reactions are generally inhibited by nickel catalysts and are stipulated to occur during the 268 

reforming of acetic acid ideally at temperatures below 600°C [37, 38].   269 

3.1.1 Process Outputs with time on stream- Fuel-Water feed stage 270 

The fuel-steam feed stage as described in 2.2, was carried out at 600°C and 650°C for all 271 

experimental runs in this study. A similar trend for the main output gas species molar fractions 272 

with time on stream was observed for the first cycle (H2 reduced catalyst) and subsequent cycles 273 

(auto-reduced) for the experimental runs as shown in Figure 2 for catalyst B (TSR =600°C, TOX 274 

=600°C, S/C= 3, WHSV = 2.5hr-1).   275 



  276 

Figure 2 Dry outlet gas composition of products after reforming at (A) cycle one where the catalyst has been activated by 277 
reduction with hydrogen (b) Auto reduced catalyst (i.e. catalyst reduced with acetic acid) at the 5th reduction run (TSR= 278 
600 °C, TOX =600 °C, catalyst B, WHSV=2.5 hr-1, S/C=3) 279 

In the H2 reduced cycle, CO is detected ca. 500 s earlier than CO2 whereas, in the auto-reduced 280 

cycle, CO and CO2 are simultaneously detected. Similarly, the lag between H2 and CO generation 281 

is increased by 250 s for the auto-reduced cycle. This is consistent with a steam reforming reaction 282 

delayed by the consumption of the fuel to carry out the reduction of the nickel oxide to metallic 283 

nickel, with the steam reactant exhibiting temporary faster reactivity for dissociation to hydrogen 284 

on the reduced catalyst compared to the hydrocarbon reducing reactions and steam reforming.This 285 

has also been observed in previous studies where a short lag period or simultaneous partial auto 286 

reduction and reforming reactions are observed [27, 30]. A similar dry outlet gas composition 287 

profile was derived for the H2 reduced cycle and auto reduced cycle when catalyst A was utilised 288 

with a slight increase in the lag (50s – 200s) between CO and H2 generation in the auto reduced 289 

cycle.  290 

3.1.2 Process gas Output (Oxidation Phase) and extent of oxidation  291 

The oxidation phase in this study was carried out between 600°C and 800°C by passing air through 292 

the reactor. An increase of approximately 30 – 50°C was observed at the beginning of all oxidation 293 

phase runs; this was due to the exothermic nature of the oxidation reactions. 294 

The operating conditions at which the oxidation phase is conducted has an effect on the overall 295 

process efficiency; it is also fitting to check the extent of oxidation of nickel during the air feed 296 

stage with the view to ascertain the effectiveness of the air feed stage. Five CLSR cycles (4 297 

oxidation phase runs) were conducted on catalyst B at WHSV 1.18 hr-1
 and at S/C of 3 to check 298 

the oxidation effectiveness. Air was passed at 200 sccm and 2g of inert material (sand) were mixed 299 

with catalyst B (2g) in the reactor load. The oxidation temperature (TOX) under air feed was also 300 



set at 800°C while the reducing-steam reforming stage under acetic acid/steam feed was carried 301 

out at 650°C.  302 

The process gas composition detected by the micro GC for all oxidation runs under air feed 303 

contained oxygen, nitrogen, CO and CO2 as depicted in Figure 3. The CO and CO2 indicate the 304 

oxygen passed through air was utilised in oxidation of carbon that had been formed during the 305 

preceding fuel-steam feed stage; it is also expected as reported in several literature on CLSR that 306 

the catalyst is oxidised from its catalytically active nickel state to deactivated nickel oxide 307 

(reaction 4)[30, 35].  308 

     309 

Figure 3: Product gas composition (mol fractions)  for oxidation step at TSR= 650 °C, TOX =800 °C, catalyst B, 310 
WHSV=1.18 hr-1, S/C=3, A)  311 

Review of the literature indicates that the oxidation of carbon may occur first before the diffusion 312 

controlled nickel oxidation [35, 39]; however, it was observed in this study that both reactions 313 

occurred in parallel with carbon oxidation starting first and freeing up space on the nickel catalyst 314 

which is then oxidised whilst more carbon is burnt off.  315 

Integrating the rates of the nickel oxidation (樅択辿蝦択辿拓) over time allows to determine whether the 316 

nickel redox extent (�択辿蝦択辿拓) calculated using Equation 7 is maintained at the same level from cycle 317 

to cycle.  318 

 319 



Table 1 Nickel oxidised in CLSR oxidation phase (TSR= 650 °C, TOX = 800 °C, catalyst B, WHSV=1.18 hr-1, S/C=3) 320 

 樅窪兄蝦窪兄熊 (mol/s) 契窪兄┸憩  (mol) 薫窪兄蝦窪兄熊 (%)  (Equation 7) 
Duration of  Ni Oxidation 

(s) 

1 8.98 ×10-6 4.03 ×10-3 100.22 449 

2 5.99 ×10-6 3.80 ×10-3 94.63 634 

3 5.83 ×10-6 3.25 ×10-3 80.83 557 

4 6.29 ×10-6 3.37 ×10-3 83.97 536 

The number of moles of nickel oxidised at steady oxygen output (evidencing the end of oxidation 321 

reactions) is shown in Table 1. There is a drop in the extent of nickel oxidised from the first 322 

oxidation cycle to subsequent oxidation cycles. However, the extent of nickel oxidation remained 323 

>80% across the other cycles; this indicates that the oxidation of nickel can be maintained across 324 

the oxidation cycles.  325 

3.1.3 Overall Carbon balance of CLSR process 326 

An overall carbon balance was carried out on the CLSR process (using the set operating conditions 327 

as descibed in 3.1.2) as detailed in Table 2. < 5% of the carbon calculated through the carbon 328 

balance was unaccounted for in the overall process across 5 cycles, indicating high accuracy of 329 

the carbon balance and distribution across products for the 5 cycles, as well as validating the 330 

methodology for their calculation.  331 

Table 2:Overall Carbon balance of CLSR process (TSR= 650 °C, TOX =800 °C, catalyst B, WHSV=1.18 hr-1, S/C=3) 332 

 

C in feed (mol) 

during 

HAc/steam feed 

XHAc (%) 

(Equation 1) 

C product 

during 

HAc/steam 

feed (mol) 

契隅傾軍慧 (mol) 

(Equation 6) 

C in the 

condensate 

(mol) 

Total carbon (gas + 

solid + condensate) 

(mol) 

1 6.82 × 10 -2 93.1 6.35 × 10 -2 5.04 × 10 -3 1.99 × 10 -5 6.86 × 10 -2 

2 6.82 × 10 -2 85.9 5.86 × 10 -2 6.19 × 10 -3 4.48 × 10 -5 6.49 × 10 -2 

3 6.82 × 10 -2 85.7 5.86 × 10 -2 9.64 × 10 -3 3.39 × 10 -5 6.83 × 10 -2 

4 6.82 × 10 -2 91.8 6.26 × 10 -2 7.19 × 10 -3 1.39 × 10 -5 6.98 × 10 -2 

5 6.82 × 10 -2 84.5 5.76 × 10 -2 7.91 × 10 -3 0.10 × 10 -5 6.55 × 10 -2 

The carbon distribution in the products across the process cycles indicates the major share of 333 

carbon was in the process gas (85%-92%) and as a solid on the oxidised catalyst (7% -14%) across 334 

all cycles, where �大巽叩坦 represented deposited solid carbon from the previous cycle; these entail 335 

that most of the carbon in the feedstock was utilised in the process for auto-reduction and steam 336 



reforming, whilst approximately 10%  was deposited on the  catalyst; it is essential to stress that 337 

the amount deposited on the catalyst must have been influenced by the presence of catalytically 338 

inactive material in the reactor load. Carbon in the condensates was negligible in all the cases. 339 

3.2 Effect of oxidation temperature on process outputs    340 

The effect of TOX on chemical looping steam reforming was investigated by oxidising the used 341 

reforming catalyst (catalyst A) at 600°C, 700°C, and 800°C. TSR was kept at 600°C and the 342 

experiments were carried out at S/C of 3 and WHSV of 2.36 hr-1. The effect of the catalyst utilised 343 

was also investigated by performing 5 reforming experimental cycles using catalyst B at the same 344 

operating conditions but oxidising only at 600°C.  345 

3.2.1 Gas outputs in oxidation temperature study 346 

Both catalysts behaved similarly and efficiently during steam reforming with hydrogen yield 347 

efficiency >83%, hydrogen purity efficiency >97%, water conversion efficiency >75% and fuel 348 

conversion efficiency >89% when compared to equilibrium values. The high efficiency did not 349 

persist to the 2nd chemical looping reforming cycle after oxidation was carried out at 600°C for 350 

catalyst A, as sustained reforming could not be maintained over the duration observed. This was 351 

not the case with catalyst B, as sustained production of hydrogen with high efficiency was 352 

observed over five cycles of CLSR with TOx set to 600°C. The lack of  sustained steam reforming 353 

in the second cycle of reforming for catalyst A is due to increased coking via thermal 354 

decomposition (shown in the carbon balances); Coking might have been enhanced by the acidic 355 

nature of the catalyst support in Catalyst A [21, 40, 41]. Acidic catalysts support increases the 356 

chances of thermal decomposition and other polymerisation reactions resulting in graphitic carbon 357 

decomposition on the acidic sites of the support[21].  358 



 359 

Figure 4 A) Conversion fraction, B) selectivity to C gases, C) hydrogen yield D) hydrogen purity (TSR = 600 ° C, TOX= 700 ° C, 360 
cycle 2, Catalyst A, WHSV set to 2.36 hr-1, and S/C = 3) 361 

Sustained steam reforming was observed during the CLSR of acetic acid using catalyst A after 362 

oxidising at higher temperatures (700 °C and 800 °C) while leaving the temperature at the reducing 363 

phase at 600 °C over five cycles (Table 3) Figure 4 shows the conversion fraction, selectivity to 364 

C gases, hydrogen yield and purity obtained for the duration of the steam reforming phase using 365 

the auto reduced catalsyt A at the second cycle at TOX set to 700 °C. A simlar profile to Figure 4 366 

was obtained for other cycles at TOX set to 700 °C or 800 °C. More than 89 % of the fuel was 367 

converted across all five cycles of CLSR when TOX was set at 700 °C or 800 °C, corresponding to 368 

a water conversion efficiency > 73% across all the cycles. This also corresponded to hydrogen 369 

yield efficiencies > 71% and > 82% when compared to equilibrium and stoichiometric values 370 

respectively. High hydrogen purity efficiencies (> 97% when compared to equilibrium values and 371 

> 91% when compared to stoichiometric calculations) were achieved across all CLSR 372 

experimental runs as shown in Table 3.   373 

 374 

 375 

 376 



Table 3 Conversion fraction, purity and hydrogen yield over 5 cycles (TSR = 600 ° C , WHSV set to 2.36 hr-1, and S/C = 3) 377 

 
Cycle  XHAc (fraction)  散殺匝鮫 (fraction) Hydrogen purity (%) Hydrogen yield (wt. %) 

 (Equation 1) (Equation 3) (Equation 2) 

TOX (°C)  
 

600  700  800  600 700 800 600 700 800  600 700 800 

Catalyst  B A B A B A B A 

Reduced by 

Hydrogen 

1 1.02 0.89 0.96 0.21 0.18 0.21 61.09 60.94 61.92 10.80 9.51 10.50 

Auto-

reduced 

2 1.01 0.90 1.00 0.22 0.19 0.21 61.79 61.86 61.55 10.98 9.80 10.72 

3 1.01 0.94 1.01 0.21 0.20 0.24 61.49 61.55 62.87 10.86 10.11 11.48 

4 1.01 1.00 1.06 0.21 0.21 0.23 61.35 61.46 61.74 10.77 10.80 11.63 

5 0.99 1.05 1.07 0.22 0.22 0.23 61.86 61.58 61.66 10.85 11.31 11.64 

Equilibrium values 1.00 0.24 63.01 11.47 

Thus, TOX has a bearing effect on the process stability at the subsequent auto-reduction and steam 378 

reforming run as seen in catalyst A; however, the catalyst support in the catalyst utilised for the 379 

CLSR process is also essential.  380 

3.2.2 Solid carbon product in TOX study 381 

There is an obvious decline in the carbon content (mol) of catalyst A as TOX of catalyst A is 382 

increased as shown in Table 4; with a 68 % decrease in carbon content (mol) found for catalyst A 383 

when oxidised at 800 °C compared to 600 °C. There is also a large difference in the carbon content 384 

(mol) when catalyst A and catalyst B are compared; the carbon present in catalyst A is much higher 385 

than that observed in catalyst B when oxidised at 600 °C (57% increase). CHN analysis of used 386 

CLSR catalyst A after five cycles of CLSR also exhibits a higher carbon content when compared 387 

to the corresponding carbon content for catalyst B as seen in Table 4.  388 

Table 4 Solid carbon (CHN elemental analysis) on catalysts A and B at different oxidation temperatures (TSR= 600 °C, 389 
WHSV=2.36 hr-1, S/C=3), duration of reforming experiments: 2 hrs in all cases).  390 

Catalyst, final state, cycle number TOX (°C) C(S) on catalyst (mol) 
C(S) on catalyst (mol% of feed C of 

individual cycle) 

Used catalyst B, oxidised, 5 cycles 600 3.57×10-4 0.52 

Used catalyst A, oxidised, 5 cycles 600 8.32×10-4 1.22 

Used catalyst A, oxidised, 5 cycles 700 3.65×10-4 0.54 

Used catalyst A, oxidised, 5 cycles 800 2.68×10-4 0.39 

Used catalyst B, reduced, 5 cycles 800 55.6×10-4 8.15 

Used catalyst A, reduced, 5 cycles 800 79.1×10-4 11.6 

The increase in TOX alone does not alleviate all challenges highlighted in catalyst A because 391 

incomplete gasification of the carbon deposited in the acidic sites might subsequently occur during 392 

the oxidation stage, which would prompt further gasification required in the next reforming or 393 

reducing cycle. This phenomenon would affect the efficiency of the CLSR process as the potential 394 

of thermal decomposition and cracking reactions might increase particularly at the beginning of 395 



the reducing phase where auto-reduction or dominant auto-reduction plus suppressed steam 396 

reforming are occurring [29, 30].  397 

The presence of an alkali support as in the case of catalyst B has been shown to improve the 398 

stability and selectivity of steam reforming catalysts [42]; they are promoted to increase the 399 

reforming process by enhancing water gas shift and catalyst reduction [43]. It has also been 400 

reported that catalysts with less acidic supports such as catalyst B would have a higher ability to 401 

promote gasification and complete oxidation of deposited carbon, and hence promotes a better 402 

efficiency for auto-reduction and reforming in subsequent reducing phase [44].   403 

3.2.3 Catalysts characteristics after CLSR-HAc use in TOX study 404 

Surface area analysis of the catalysts is also important as it has been associated with the efficiency 405 

of the reforming process; the surface area analysis of CLSR is difficult to elucidate due to the 406 

several reactions occurring at the same time, it has been reported that the reduced catalyst (after 407 

reforming in a looping cycle) would have a higher surface area than its subsequent oxidised form 408 

[23, 26]. The increase in the surface area and pore volume in the reduced catalysts is due to the 409 

formation of smaller pores caused by openings of the pore mouths plugged with the oxidised form 410 

of the catalyst and/or the different molar volume of the Ni particle when compared to its oxidised 411 

form. Table 5 details results from the BET analysis of catalyst B before and after CLSR (5 cycles, 412 

S/C=3, TSR = 600 °C, WHSV = 2.5 hr-1); a loss of surface area and an increase in porosity was 413 

observed during catalyst activation and reduction using hydrogen. Nevertheless, comparison of 414 

the used reduced catalyst after several cycles indicates a higher surface area and pore volume in 415 

the reduced used catalysts when compared to the used oxidised catalyst. 416 

Table 5 BET surface analysis of fresh and used catalyst for CLSR process (S/C=3, TSR = 600 °C, WHSV=2.5 hr-1) 417 

 
MBET surface area 

(m2/g) 

Pore volume 

(cc/g) 

Pore radius 

(nm) 

Fresh Catalyst B (oxidised form) 34.9 0.068 1.9 

H2-Reduced fresh catalyst 28.8 0.114 2.4 

Used oxidised Catalyst B (oxidised at 600 °C after 1 cycle) 20.9 0.084 1.9 

Used oxidised catalyst B (oxidised at 800 °C after 1 cycle) 8.6 0.058 1.9 

Used reduced Catalyst after 5 cycles of CLSR with 

oxidation carried out at 600 °C 
26.5 0.131 1.9 

Used reduced Catalyst after 5 cycles of CLSR with 

oxidation carried out at 800 °C 
13.9 0.072 1.9 

In regards to oxidation of the catalysts, it was observed that the effect of sintering during oxidation 418 

is dependent on the temperature of oxidation; higher temperature of oxidation leads to higher level 419 



of sintering and a further loss in surface area and open porosity, as observed in Table 5. It can be 420 

postulated that two major phases of surface area changes would occur during the oxidation step, 421 

an increase of surface area and porosity would be achieved due to the opening of pores blocked 422 

by carbon deposition from the subsequent reforming step, followed by a more pronounced 423 

reduction of porosity due to the oxidation of Ni to NiO and resulting sintering particularly at higher 424 

oxidation temperature. It is nevertheless reported that the overall surface area and porosity of the 425 

chemical looping catalyst is expected to stabilise due to the Red-Ox cycle of chemical looping 426 

reforming [23].  427 

It is important to note, the consistent and stable profile with time on stream observed in the CLSR 428 

using catalyst B even after oxidation is carried out at 600 °C (Fig. 2) means that acetic acid 429 

decomposition to solid carbon and subsequent carbon gasification reactions are suppressed and 430 

minimised due to its non-acidic support and higher surface area compared to catalyst A. As already 431 

discussed, acidic supports increase the chances of sintering, cracking reactions, thermal 432 

decomposition and other polymerisation reactions which would naturally result to more graphitic 433 

carbon deposition and eventually the deactivation of the catalyst [21, 40]. The graphitic carbon 434 

deposited on the acidic sites of the support of the steam reforming catalyst would be more 435 

prominent in the reforming of feedstocks susceptible to coking and thermal decomposition like 436 

acetic acid. Oxidation of the carbon formed would be more difficult when compared to those 437 

formed on the surface of the catalyst.  As seen in the case of catalyst A, this could be improved by 438 

the increase in the temperature of oxidation.  439 

3.3 Optimised chemical looping cycling stability for catalyst B at TSR 650 °C and TOX 440 

800°C 441 

Ten CLSR cycles were conducted at 650 °C (TSR) using catalyst B, which, as promoted in the 442 

previous section, is a more effective chemical looping reforming catalyst of acetic acid when 443 

compared to catalyst A; these were done at a WHSV of 2.5 hr-1 and TOX set to 800 °C.  444 

3.3.1 Gas outputs in CLSR cycling stability study 445 

A similar product gas profile as identified in Figure 2 with hydrogen, CO, CO2 and CH4 as the 446 

main product was observed in all CLSR runs, while in the oxidation run O2, CO and CO2 were the 447 

major products. Table 6 shows the results derived from elemental analysis during the fuel on feed 448 

stage; the conversion fraction (XHAc and XH2O) calculated using Equation 1, hydrogen yield (wt. %) 449 

calculated using Equation 2 and hydrogen purity (%) calculated using Equation 3 were consistent 450 

over the 10 cycles of CLSR, these indicated no obvious loss in the catalyst activity down to coking 451 



or catalyst deactivation. The minimum water conversion efficiency when compared to equilibrium 452 

was 83% with the maximum efficiency at the 9th reforming cycle of 92% when compared to 453 

equilibrium values. The water conversion fraction increased as the fuel conversion increased, but 454 

no obvious trend which might indicate catalyst deterioration was observed in all 10 CLSR cycles; 455 

this entails that stable steam reforming with high affinity towards the production of hydrogen was 456 

apparent in all 10 CLSR cycles. The ‘space time hydrogen yield’, calculated as the moles of 457 

hydrogen produced per unit mass of catalyst and per unit time was also calculated and shown in 458 

Table 6. The catalysts auto-reduced by acetic acid performed favourably (XHAc>0.94) when 459 

compared with the H2-reduced catalyst..  460 

Table 6 Acetic acid and water conversion Fractions, hydrogen purity and hydrogen yield (wt.%)  (TSR= 650 °C, TOX=800 461 
°C, catalyst B, WHSV=2.5 hr-1, S/C=3) 462 

 Cycle XHAc  XH2O 
Hydrogen 

purity (%) 

Hydrogen yield 

(wt. %) 

Space time yield  

(mol kgcat
-1h-1) 

  (Equation 1) (Equation 3) (Equation 2)  

H2-Reduced  1 1.00 0.21 61.77 10.92 27.75 

Auto-

reduced 

2 0.95 0.20 61.71 10.31 26.20 

3 0.98 0.20 61.63 10.56 26.85 

4 0.98 0.21 62.04 10.75 27.30 

5 0.97 0.20 61.73 10.52 26.75 

6 0.98 0.20 61.69 10.63 27.00 

7 0.96 0.21 61.99 10.51 26.70 

8 0.95 0.20 61.87 10.40 26.40 

9 1.05 0.22 61.88 11.38 28.95 

10 1.03 0.22 61.90 11.23 28.55 

 Equilibrium  1.00 0.24 63.14 11.53  

This is similar to previous studies on chemical looping steam reforming of pyrolysis oils, which 463 

concluded that auto-reduction of acetic acid and subsequent reforming of acetic acid and pyrolysis 464 

oil can be done efficiently without obvious deterioration in its feedstock conversion [28, 30].  465 

The hydrogen yield (wt. %) and the purity of hydrogen (% dry basis)  produced also showed high 466 

stability across all cycles; the efficiency of the yield across all 10 cycles of chemical looping 467 

reforming was between 89% and 97% when compared to equilibrium, and 77% and 85% when 468 

compared to theoretical maximum. The trend in the hydrogen yield also corresponds to the fuel 469 

conversion (XHAc) of the reducing-steam reforming stage. The hydrogen purity (%) was also 470 

consistent across all 10 cycles in the reducing phase with an efficiency of 93% observed across all 471 

cycles when compared to equilibrium calculations, this is equivalent to 98% compared to 472 

theoretical maximum or stoichiometric values. 473 



 As seen in Table 7, the selectivity to hydrogen containing gases (�e� �態┸張鉄 and  474 �e� C�替┸張鉄) shows no disparity across all 10 reforming cycles. CH4 is an intermediate by-product 475 

formed from methanation reactions (prominent at lower temperatures) and homogenous cracking 476 

of acetic acid which is promoted on nickel catalysts due to its high affinity towards breaking C-C  477 

bonds [45-47]; its decomposition has been attributed as one of the major routes of catalyst 478 

deactivation for the steam reforming of acetic acid [48]. The �e� C�替┸張鉄 is primarily determined 479 

by the S/C, catalyst loading and TSR; nevertheless, high selectivity to methane ranging from 4% 480 

to ca15% has been reported in previous studies on nickel catalysts[49, 50]. The obtained 481 �e� C�替┸張鉄 and �e� �態┸張鉄 in this study are relatively close to equilibrium values and consistent 482 

across all 10 cycles of CLSR. This strongly indicate, the rate of reaction of the process is primarily 483 

determined by the thermodynamics of the reaction system. It also indicates, no loss of activity in 484 

the efficiency of the reforming catalyst towards efficient steam reforming and hydrogen 485 

production across all 10 cycles of CLSR.  In regards to selectivity to C-gases, there is no major 486 

change identified for selectivity to CH4,C.The selectivity to CO2 increased sparingly from the first 487 

cycle (H2-reduced catalyst) to the subsequent cycles; this also corresponded to a decrease in the 488 

selectivity to CO from the first cycle to subsequent cycles, for the auto-reduced catalyst. This 489 

observation coupled with the stable water conversion fraction indicates improved water gas shift 490 

in the reducing-steam reforming stage and could also indicate less carbon gasification.   491 

Table 7: Selectivity to C-gases and H-gases across 10 cycles (TSR= 650 °C, TOX =800 °C, catalyst B, WHSV=2.5 hr-1, 492 
S/C=3) 493 

 

 Selectivity to C-gases  (Equation 4) Selectivity to H-gases (Equation 5) 

Cycle 
Sel 

CO2,C 
Sel CO,C Sel CH4,C 繰祁珪 屈匝┸殺匝 繰祁珪 隅屈想┸殺匝 

H2-Reduced  1 75.9 23.5 0.6 99.6 0.4 

Auto 

reduced 

2 77.6 21.8 0.7 99.6 0.4 

3 77.5 22.0 0.5 99.7 0.3 

4 78.5 20.9 0.5 99.7 0.3 

5 78.4 21.1 0.5 99.7 0.3 

6 77.8 21.7 0.5 99.7 0.3 

7 78.4 21.2 0.4 99.7 0.3 

8 78.2 21.4 0.4 99.8 0.2 

9 78.1 21.4 0.5 99.7 0.3 

10 78.2 21.4 0.5 99.7 0.3 

 Equilibrium  72.8 26.8 0.4 99.5 0.5 

3.3.2 Solid Carbon Product in Redox cycling stability study 494 

Post experimental analysis on the used chemical looping reforming catalyst and condensates 495 

samples collected over 10 cycles were also conducted; the possibility of leaching of nickel catalyst 496 



has been postulated for steam reforming of acetic acid[30], hence to check the extent of leaching,  497 

ICP-MS testing was carried out on the condensate collected after the 10th chemical looping cycle. 498 

0.0819 mg/L of nickel was detected through ICP-MS, which indicated potential leaching of the 499 

catalyst into the condensate, these however corresponded to about 0.0001% of the nickel originally 500 

present in the catalyst and is therefore taken as insignificant. Total organic carbon analysis of the 501 

condensates collected after the reducing-steam reforming phase of the CLSR experimental runs 502 

using catalyst B indicates there was no obvious trend or relationship across the cycles.  The carbon 503 

(mol) found in the condensate constituted less than 0.1 % of all carbon formed for each 504 

experimental run with the majority share of carbon formed either present in the product gas as 505 

CO2, CO and CH4 formed during oxidation or auto-reduction/reforming or deposited as solid on 506 

the catalyst. 507 

TGA-FTIR analysis was conducted on the used, reduced, CLSR catalyst after 10 cycles of 508 

chemical looping steam reforming cycles. The evolution of CO2 from the FTIR chemigram was 509 

plotted against the weight loss of catalyst from the TGA (Figure 5); Two CO2 peaks were observed 510 

in the Chemigram profile [30, 48]; this indicates that two forms of carbon were formed. Previous 511 

studies indicate that the CO2 generated at the lower temperature (360°C) was due to coking on the 512 

active sites of the surface of the catalyst while the other type of carbon formed (544°C) was 513 

pseudo-graphitic in structure and contains poly aromatic compounds. These are most likely formed 514 

in and on the catalyst support or in some cases at the interface between the catalyst supports and 515 

the active sites [21, 30, 51, 52]. 516 

 517 

Figure 5:TGA FTIR analysis of used CLSR catalyst B (reduced form) A) CO2 against smoothed DTG B) CO2 against 518 
weight loss of catalyst (TSR=650 °C, TOX=800 °C, S/C= 3 and WHSV=2.36 hr-1) 519 



3.3.3 Catalysts characteristics after CLSR-HAc use in Redox stability study 520 

SEM images of the used CLSR catalyst (Figure 6) shows the presence of filamentous carbon; in 521 

higher magnification, it is observed that two types of carbon filaments were formed in regards to 522 

size of the carbon filaments. Denser and larger carbon filaments with a diameter of 51nm were 523 

identified, and shorter and smaller filaments with diameter between 14nm to 18 nm which formed 524 

the major share of carbon filaments were also observed. It has been suggested in a previous study 525 

that the size of the carbon filaments formed on the surface of the catalyst might have an effect on 526 

the process efficiency [30]; the presence of more dense or larger carbon filaments would make it 527 

more difficult for the fuel and steam reacting molecules to reach the active sites of the catalyst 528 

thus introducing a larger external mass transfer barrier and hence reducing the rate of reaction and 529 

catalytic activity. The oxidation of shorter and smaller carbon filaments which are prominent on 530 

catalyst B is also easier when compared to oxidation of larger and denser carbon filaments.   531 

    532 

Figure 6:SEM images of the Used CLSR catalyst B after 10 cycles (in reduced form) TSR= 650 °C, TOX =800 °C, catalyst 533 
B, WHSV=2.5 hr-1, S/C=3 534 

TEM images and SAED diffraction patterns of the used CLSR catalyst can be seen in Figure 7; 535 

the images in Figure 7(A) and the diffraction pattern in Figure 7(B) indicate and confirm the 536 

presence of amorphous carbon across the catalyst; these carbon spots are not evenly distributed 537 

across the catalyst but are dispersed. The different intensity in the colours also indicates, the level 538 

of carbon deposition varies across different point of the catalyst. A poly-crystalline structure 539 

Figure 7(C,D) was also observed in higher magnification of the catalyst which as expected 540 

represents the pseudo graphitic carbon formed as already reported for the steam reforming of acetic 541 

acid [30].  542 



        543 

                   544  

Figure 7 TEM images and Diffraction patterns of used chemical looping steam reforming catalysts (in reduced form) 545 
after 10 cycles of reforming; TSR= 650 °C, TOX =800 °C, catalyst B, WHSV=2.5 hr-1, S/C=3 546 

The poly crystalline structure as observed in the SAED diffraction patterns (Figure 7D) 547 

corresponds to CO2 peak observed at higher temperatures in the chemigram obtained from TGA-548 

FTIR analysis as detailed in Figure 5 while the amorphous carbon corresponds to the carbon 549 

filaments as observed in SEM images (Figure 6) and the lower CO2 peak in the TGA-FTIR 550 

chemigram (Figure 5). 551 

 Conclusion 552 

 An experimental study was performed using two conventional nickel based catalysts in a packed 553 

bed reactor to study the possibility and efficiency of chemical looping steam reforming of acetic 554 

acid, as a model compound of pyrolysis oils.  The following observations and inferences were 555 

deduced after post experimental analysis; 556 

 The temperature at which the catalyst is oxidised in the air feed/ oxidation step plays a 557 

vital role in chemical looping steam reforming; this is however dependent on the type of 558 

catalyst utilised; 559 

 Acetic acid is thermally unstable and decomposes easily; however, chemical looping steam 560 

reforming process can be sustained at the right operating conditions as gasification of 561 

carbon deposited occurs as the reaction goes on 562 

 The auto reduction of the oxidised catalyst by acetic acid in an integrated system can be 563 

sustained across several cycles at the operating conditions set for this study; 564 

A) B) 

C) D) 



 An overall carbon balance also indicated that in the overall cyclic process, the majority of 565 

the carbon from the feedstock is converted efficiently to the product gas with no apparent 566 

loss of activity in the cycles.  567 

It can then be concluded that chemical looping steam reforming of acetic acid can be carried 568 

out successfully and efficiently with a high fuel conversion and hydrogen yield across several 569 

cycles at a stable and sustainable rate as long as the operating parameters in regards to catalyst 570 

type, reforming and oxidising temperature, and steam to carbon ratio are taken into account.  571 
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